Crows are circling in their hundreds, whooping and soaring, and rookeries full with
chicks and their endless ‘cackling’: Spring has sprung with a vengeance. In business
it’s often a time for kick starting the business planning cycle and thinking about where
the focus needs to lie next year or perhaps before the Summer break. So, it’s pertinent
to think now about what you know, what you don’t and how you close the gap. Here’s a
Spring perspective on research; always commercial, always direct.	
  

1. Looking back, over my shoulder (warbled Crowded House)…
“The trouble with research is that it tells you what people were
thinking about yesterday, not tomorrow. It’s like driving a car using
a rear-view mirror” (Bernard Loomis)
Loomis was a very successful toy executive, introducing brands like Barbie and Hot
Wheels. He led companies like Hasbro and Mattel and made them hugely
successful during his tenure. And this is his perspective on research – a negative
one, as is so often the case. An easy target, something in the corporate planning
process you can easily nail some blame to. But is it justified?
It depends on your start point. Your real start point.

3. Trust your gut (so says DJ Fixx)
The real benefit of internal research is developing substantiated hunches about
what is going on for your category and brand. By getting broad data points you can
triangulate your own views and those of the stakeholders you need to influence (or
who are decision makers). And these hunches form the bedrock of a meaningful
agenda to talk to consumers about – framing research and ensuring it is focused,
direct and action orientated.
But surely this is ‘rear-view mirror’ research? Yes: and in most businesses it
should be celebrated! Crow works widely across food and drink in particular and
whilst many clients are looking for ‘breakthrough innovation’, consumers are not.
They just want to have tasty, appetising products and brands that solve problems
for them. And retailers, driven of fear of negative like-for-likes, want a growth
agenda to get behind.

2. What do you believe? (according to Botanica)
It may feel counter-intuitive, it may feel plain wrong, but the best place to start is
with yourself and your key internal stakeholders. This ‘Looking Back’ approach,
denigrated by Loomis, is more than retrospective. It is rooted in the immediate past,
the now and forms the basis of positive, inspiring future.
The harsh reality is that most companies talk a great game about ‘being a
consumer champion’ or ‘putting the consumer at the heart of what we do’, but how
they behave often reveals that this isn’t really the case. Be honest.
Start with your internal stakeholders: find out what they think about your issue.
Find out whether they have the heart to understand it and get after it. Find out
whether they will back you and back you with money. Yes, Crow can help you with
good research practise to follow when doing this, but ultimately, if you go broad and
deep on who, how and where with your discussions - it should be quick and highly
insightful for you – even if it’s not what you expected to know. And it flushes out the
corporate beliefs too: is the business consumer centric, shopper centric, customer
centric… or none?
“There is nothing like looking if you want to find something. You certainly usually
find something if you look but it is not always quite the something you were
after” (J. R. R. Tolkien)
The internal stakeholder research is the first real test of whether you are working in
a consumer orientated business. Many companies fool themselves. But many trust
themselves as consumers, trust their gut and want to act swiftly. This is great.
Stuff will happen. Saying that, there’s always a role for verifying, informing,
enriching what you think you know with those of consumers, customers, distributors
– people unattached to you, your business and its success. And there is always –
always – a place for challenging dogmas and entrenched, unsupported views.

4. Come forward, problem solver (sang Ha Ha Tonka)
There are lots of fancy theories about, and definitions of, ‘insights’ but perhaps
the most useful, impactful and the most direct way to brand action is by
thinking, ‘what problems can I solve for my customers?’
What do you think they are, what are your hunches? Test them with
consumers –I n their homes, out shopping with them, verify them. Crow can
help you organise & run Consumer Connections or Accompanied Shops which
are great fun to do and building in an interactive ‘debrief’ with those who took
part – a great team building exercise too. Ethnographic approaches can add
richness: and if doesn’t have to be months in the Amazon With A BlowpipeWielding Indigenous Tribe. Mobile & digital techniques make these enriching,
‘live’ approaches accessible and affordable. And then when you have your
problems, list them. Plan against them, relentlessly.
Coors Light is a brand with a problem solving
approach to insights, and one with a very clear position
too – of Rocky Mountain cold refreshment. The brand
helped consumers get round issues with warm beer
through a year on year programme of communication
and packaging innovation, all focused on helping their
drinkers see off the enemy: and at the same time build
brand equity. The platform was the temperature
sensitive ink which Crow helped develop and the
link to an insight of helping
consumers to ‘see cold’.

There’s always room to be your
consumer’s hero.

Crow helped Taylors of Harrogate, at the start of a major piece of insight and
brand positioning with their employee stakeholder research.
We conducted face to face interviews up in the offices in Harrogate with all of
the senior team and then ran cross functional focus groups with critical
stakeholders right across the business. The work helped us to understand
different hunches about where areas of strength, weakness and opportunity
potentially lay. In the end, the heart of the brand positioning was born out of a
impromptu conversation with the lady on reception…

5. “And the groups don’t work (wailed The Verve)
…ah, but they do

“Research is formalised curiosity. It is poking and prying with a
purpose.” (Zora Neale Hurston, African-American writer)
It’s become de rigeur to knock Focus Groups. Too many Prime Ministers and
Government Departments have given them a bad name. Don’t believe it for
one minute: well recruited, designed and interactive groups can allow you to
test your emerging hypotheses quickly, cost effectively and in a way that gets
internal alignment. They also allow you to prioritise – to bin the hypotheses
that aren’t true; to go through the problems to solve and identify the important
ones, kill others and sacrifice a few that aren’t as important.
Crow helped Dairy Crest investigate a new
generation of cheese snacks for adults. Groups
were at the heart of the technique but with an open,
facilitated style of approach and lot s of interaction
built in. This ‘co creation’ style of approach helped
identify which formats and flavours worked, and
for what uses and occasions

“Research is what I’m doing when I don’t know what I’m doing”
(Wernher von Braun, Engineer & Scientist)	
  
6. Recycling & reinforcing (with thanks to Jeff Bennett)
So what about the driving the car using the windscreen not the rearview
mirror? Watch the apocryphal stories: about Apple, about …. It’s not that
they’re not true. It’s that their ‘insight’ often comes from ‘being the consumer’.
Apples R&D is so far ahead of most of us that we would struggle to
comprehend the utility. I mean, who needed an iPod? Who would have
foreseen how we would use one? Well, the people immersed in it all the
time will; like the people at Apple who are already complaining that the Apple
Watch doesn’t do this, so what if we built it into our underpants?
It comes back to: is this sort of breakthrough innovation (a) what you
really want and (b) what you really need?
Crow helped Whitworths forge an insight and
innovation approach that was self reinforcing.
A combination of up front internal research,
developing prototype ‘hunches’, getting input from
shoppers and consumers and then testing hypotheses
further with them has led to insights emerging and
naturally informing innovations; which in turn ‘recycle’,
throwing up potential avenues to investigate.

